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Abstract
With the advanced technology in this information requisite world, the way of communication
has been changed into using multiple media. People use different media to publish their
ideas, not just on paper. The same information may be presented in different formats
because of different purposes or situations.
However, each of the four major media (print, Web, CD-ROM, and video) has
different capabilities for displaying image information. Images optimized for one will not
necessarily work well with the others. It happens all the time that people spend much time
remanipulating an image which has already been made for another media. For example,
it is necessary to reduce the color depth and resolution of an image once it is moving
from paper output to the World Wide Web because of the monitor limitation and the
need for faster transfer rate. The problem exists when switching images among different
output media such as video, multimedia CD-ROM, the World Wide Web and print.
Quality and performance are the criteria for good publishing. This thesis project
would establish guidelines for the designer, which would show the way to manipulate
images once and have them work well in all media, including how to optimize images
for print, the WorldWide Web, CD-ROM, and video. The parameters which would be
explored are: resolution, gamma conection, and color depth.
After tests have been run on, an image format with 266 pixel per inch, 24-bit color
depth, and no gamma correction could be established to satisfy the needs for image
quality of print, Web, CD-ROM, and video publishing with extra gamma correction of
70 percent at midtone of 50 percent for video production.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Computer graphics are a staple of today's media from desktop publishing to on-screen
presentations, slides, theWorld Wide Web and broadcast video graphics. In the hands of
artists, the computer is an ultimate creative tool. But things go wrong when people don't
have the right perspective combined with the right tools when creating computer graphics.
Each of the four major publishing media print, the World Wide Web, CD-ROM
(compact disk read only memory), and video has different capabilities of displaying
the image.
For print, the output can be high resolution and high color fidelity.
For the Web, since Web pages are browsed through computer monitors, the
performance depends on the limitation of monitors. Computer monitors have a resolution
of 72 pixels per inch with the ability to present millions colors thus has better ability to
show a larger color gamut than print. But, the gamma value of the monitor is different
from platform to platform, the transmission speed depends upon the network connecting
method.
For interactive multimedia CD-ROM production, the performance is limited by the
monitor and the CD-ROM drive speed.
For video, the criteria is similar to the Web. But the television monitor and computer
monitor apply different technology to interpret images.
One piece of information needs different methods of manipulation for optimizing
its visual performance on the different media.
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The purpose of this thesis project is to establish guidelines to image preparation
for multiple media for the designer. It also discusses building an easily accessible image
database. The discussion includes information on how to manipulate images after
retrieving them from the database and how to optimize their performance according to
the characteristics required for multiple media.
As the technology changes, the media for presenting information changes. Knowing
the best way to prepare the information not only saves the production time but also
optimizes the information's performance/appearance.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Basis of the Study
This thesis project attempted to establish image preparation guidelines for multiple media
for designers. The first thing to exam was the property of an image file. This chapter
would investigate the property of an image file including resolution, gamma correction,
color depths, bitmapped or object-oriented image, as well as different file formats.
Resolution
Resolution is the ability with which an output device can render visual image details. It
is the measurement of the number of dots or pixels that can be represented in a given
space on an output device such as a monitor or a printer, depending on the device being
measured. Scanners are measured in sample per inch (spi) or pixels per inch (ppi).
Monitors are measured in ppi. Halftone screens can be measured in lines per inch (lpi).
Printers are measured in dots per inch (dpi). The average laser printer, for example, has
a resolution of 300 dpi. The average computer display has a resolution of 72 ppi. The
display resolution is referenced by the number of pixels in a horizontal scanline times
the number of scanlines. A display employing 640 pixels across each of 480 lines would
be commonly referred to as a 640 x 480 display. In all cases, the higher the resolution,
the more detailed the image can be rendered.
In general, most people can visually resolve about l/800th of an inch, which is why
typesetting has traditionally started at about 1,000 dots per inch. At this resolution, the
tiny spots making up each character disappear, and only the character itself is discernible.
People perceive type and linework quite differently than they perceive photographic
images. In order to remain crisp and sharp, type and linework should be scanned and
printed at the highest available resolution. Photographs and other halftone materials,
however, do not need to be scanned at very high resolution, although they must be output
at high resolution to maintain detail and to avoid sharp banding of grays or colors.
Image resolution can be completely independent from the device or display resolution.
If a scanned 4-inch square photographic film has a resolution of thousands of dots per inch,
scanning the film into a computer at 100 percent with 300 ppi resolution will result in a
digital representation with lower resolution than the original film. Printing the scanned
image on a 300 dpi printer will result in a printout the same size as the original with the
same 300 dpi resolution as the digital representation. Displaying such an image on-screen
is a different matter, since monitors have far less resolution. Lots of video memory
would be required as well. Images of higher resolution are stored and manipulated in
standard RAM (random access memory) or even virtual memory, and a representation
of it is calculated and placed into video memory for display. The monitor has an average




if the on screen is a 100 percent
(dot-on-dot) representation. Since this is larger than the average display, the video memory
will only contain part of the picture. This makes the display a scrollable window showing
only what can be displayed on-screen. If the user wants to see the entire image on the
monitor at its original size, the software will need to send every fourth pixel to the
display buffer, a process transparent to the user.
Some scanners use interpolation, a technique that allows scanners to capture files
with a resolution higher than their optical characteristics. For example, a scanner with
an optical resolution of 400 ppi could, through the use of software, capture an image file
with an interpolated resolution of 800 ppi. The interpolation averages an image's bi-level
or grayscale value and places new pixels between the existing ones. However, interpolation
doesn't add detail to a scan, but rather smoothes it, providing better transitions between
grays and reducing the jagged steps between pixels. And it also can significandy slow
the image capture process.
Gamma Correction
Gamma is a numerical parameter that describes the nonlinearity of intensity reproduction.
In photography, gamma is the measure of the contrast in a photographic image or display,
the measure of how dark or light shades are compressed or expanded in an image. The
value of gamma is the ratio of relationship between the density range in an image file to
the density range produced by an output device across the midtones.
In monitor technology, there's a different definition for gamma. A conventional
CRT (cathode-ray tube) consists of a screen coated with phosphorescent dots at the front
and an electron gun at the back of the vacuum tube. The electron gun itself consists primarily
of a cathode a pole connected to the negative voltage source in a circuit. The anode is
attached to a conductive shield around the tube and is connected to the positive portion
of the circuit. The relative strength of the voltage applied to the cathode/anode circuit
determines the strength of the electron beam and, by extension, the brightness of the
phosphor being bombarded. Intensity is approximately proportional to the input signal
voltage raised to the 2.5 power. The gamma of a CRT display is the numerical value of
the exponent of the power function, 2.5. This nonlinearity must be compensated for in
order to achieve correct reproduction of intensity.
Gamma correction is the process of precompensating for the nonlinear
voltage-to-
light intensity function of the CRT of a video monitor or a computer monitor, in order to
obtain correct reproduction intensity.
In a video system, linear-light intensity is transformed to a nonlinear video signal by
gamma conection, which is universally done at the camera. The signals are then maintained
in a perceptual domain throughout the system until conversion back to intensity at the CRT.
Desktop computers are not optimized for image synthesis or for video. They have
programmable
"gamma"
and are either standardized poorly or not at all. Computer graphics
systems generally store intensity values in the framebuffer, and gamma-correct on the way
through hardware lookup tables on the way to the display.
Silicon Graphics computers, by default, use a lookup table with a 1.7-power function.
In the Macintosh, a color image is stored in a data structure called a pixmap. A pixmap
can contain either indexed pixels or direct pixels. An indexed pixel is usually represented
in 8 bits while a direct pixel is usually represented in 16 or 24 bits. QuickDraw performs
the conversion of image data between these two forms where necessary. Both of these
techniques use red, green and blue (RGB) values to specify color. When an application
presents a direct pixmap to QuickDraw to be displayed, the RGB values passed by the
application are simply copied into the framebuffer. Every Macintosh graphics card is
associated with a lookup table that maps from code to RGB voltage at the time of display.
This lookup table is initialized by a gamma table that is stored in a
'gamma'
ROM resource
on every graphics card. The combination of the gamma lookup table's conection using a
power of 1/1.45, and a 2.5-power function at the monitor, causes RGB values presented
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to QuickDraw to be related in intensity by a power function having an exponent that is
the quotient of these two values, 1.4/2.5, or about 1/1.8. The dominance ofMacintosh
computers in graphic arts and prepress has made gamma 1.8 a de facto standard.
When an image is displayed on devices with different gamma, the image appears
brighter when the gamma of the current display is smaller than that of the previous display
and vice versa. For example, an image prepared on aMacintosh computer will look
brighter on a Silicon Graphics computer. Figure 1 uses the
"Curves"
window in
Photoshop/Image/Adjust to show the relationship between input and output intensity. In
this example of images moving from a Macintosh to a Silicon Graphics computer, w
equals to 0.94 (1.7/1.8) which is smaller than one.
w =
1/gamma of previous display










Figure 1 Relationship between input and output intensity in Photoshop/Image/Adjust/Curves
Setting the monitor's gamma to the curve used by the scanner is helpful to correctly
judge the preview image displayed on screen before scanning. Setting it to the gamma of
the proofing device or press helps better predict results for output. In color management
systems, these corrections can be made automatically, using the device profiles.
Color Depth
In a bitmapped graphic file, the color of each pixel is described with one or more bits of
information. The number of bits used to record the information for one pixel5 is called
the bit depth of the image.
In a 1 -bit display system, every pixel on the screen is represented by a bit in video
memory. Since a bit of information can describe either on or off (0 for off, 1 for on), a
pixel described by one bit can be just one of two colors, black or white. In another way.
there are a total of
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values per pixel. As bits are added, the number of colors that can be
described goes up exponentially. In an 8-bit system, each pixel can be any one of 256 (28)
shades of gray or color. Most desktop color scanners and software handle 24-bit (28x28x28)
color and can enable digital files to represent images photorealistically which provides over
16.7 million colors by mixing the 256 shades available for each of the RGB primary colors.
The deeper the color depth, the more colors available, the more realistic the image.
In 32-bit color, only 24 bits describe the pixel's color. The extra 8 bits are used
for an alpha channel, used to store a transparency value for the pixel. If the background
areas of an image are defined as transparent, they can be layered on top of other images
without obscuring the image. Color files separated into distinct CMYK channels also
use 32 bits (8 bits for each channel).
Unfortunately, 24-bit and 32-bit graphics require massive amounts ofmemory
storage, not to mention processing display time. The bitmap of a 24-bit image with the
size of the average 640 x 480 display takes up about 92 IK bytes of memory and storage
before applying any compression techniques. These files sizes and associated load times
are currently prohibitive for multimedia presentations that require a fast pace, quick
visual response, and/or real-time animation.
The current compromise between speed and color resolution is color mapping.
Each pixel on the screen has a value that conesponds to one of the locations in a color
map, or color look-up table (CLUT), of limited size. Each location, or color register, in the
CLUT is an index that references a larger value corresponding to a color with greater
resolution. By changing the referenced color within a register, all of the pixels on the
screen that have already been painted from that register will be changed. This provides
for some flexibility and limitations. Systems employing CLUTs are often refened to as
using indexed color for this reason.
A CLUT with 256 color registers would limit each pixel value to an 8-bit number.
Each of those 256 registers can reference a color of higher color depths a 12-bit, 15-bit, or
24-bit value depending upon the system. In this way the range of overall colors available
is still vast, but the number of displayable colors is limited at the same time. In the process,
the same 640 x 480 bitmap has shrunk to 307K before compression.
Most presentation graphics therefore employ CLUTs for indexed color. Colors are mapped
from the image palette to the closest color registers in a common palette used throughout
part or all of the presentation. This common palette is also known as superpalette. The
superpalette might be the system palette or one adaptive palette. An adaptive palette is
an 8-bit or smaller palette which has optimized result for an image because the program
looks to the image to determine the best set of colors when creating the palette.
Packages that map image palettes to a common presentation palette have the
advantage that the palettes of source images do not necessarily have to be optimized or
conformed to those of other images. All colors will be mapped to the closest available
values and therein lies the compromise. A green in an image is emerald and the closest
thing in the presentation palette is lime green, the color differences may be a problem.
Packages that use the palette of each image typically provide greater color fidelity.
However, the computer can only handle one CLUT at a time. During a transition such as
a wipe where portions of both images share the screen for any period of time, the palette
from the first image will typically be used until the second image has completely
replaced it then the palette from the second image takes effect. Unless the palettes are
identical, the color register values from the first image will cause the colors of the second
to be wrong during the transition.
Dithering and Banding
When an image with millions of colors is converted to an image with 256 colors or less,
image quality is lost. Basically, when colors are removed from the image, some sacrifices
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have to be made. This can take place in two forms: dithering or banding.
An adaptive palette is used to convert an image to 256 colors based on existing colors
within the image. When using fewer than the optimum number of displayable colors, many
programs will represent the unavailable colors by intermingling the dots of two available
colors. The process of specifying color to adjacent pixels in order to simulate a third
color that does not exist in the CLUT in a bitmapped image is called dithering. When
two pixels of different colors are in close enough proximity, the brain averages these
two different colors together into one perceived median color. A dithered image often
looks noisy, or composed of scattered pixels. Generally, adaptive-based dithering looks
the best of all dithering methods. Screen Dithering is what happened when a 24-bit or
16-bit image is viewed on a computer with a 256-color graphic card. The image's color
is reduced to 256 colors, and the
"dithering"
looks uniform, as if a pattern was used. In
multimedia graphics, dithering is used when filling an area with a gradation of colors so
that the color transitions appear to be smooth. Dithering can also be used with reduced
color palettes in order to fake colors that are not available.
Banding is a visible stair-stepping of shades in a gradient. It happens on images
with little-tonal-changed gradation during a process of reducing colors to 256 or less
without dithering. It produces area of solid color, and generates posterized effects.
Bringing down the quality of images is necessary at times for speed considerations,
but riding the line between low file size and good enough quality will often encounter
unwanted results such as dithering and banding.
Bitmap Graphics
Bitmapped graphics use one or more bits of color information to represent the value of
each pixel, pixel-by-pixel, in an image file. Bitmapped graphics are often refened to as
raster graphics, because the bitmap in the display buffer directly corresponds to the
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raster lines on the CRT. As such, they are the predominant type of graphic files used for
multimedia presentations.
The resolution of a bitmap image is fixed. Bitmaps aren't necessarily the same
resolution as the screen. The more resolution that is used to represent an image, the
smoother the curves and other visual elements will appear when output to a device capable
of rendering a matching resolution. Fixed image resolution is fine when working with a
device with the same resolution, but it has drawbacks when output or displayed on devices
with varying resolutions (see page 3 for more information on resolution). On the other hand,
most film recorders benefit from higher resolution when making slides and transparencies.
Bitmapped images have fairly large file sizes. The greater the image resolution,
image size, and color resolution, the more unwieldy the file becomes to store, manipulate,
display, and animate. A 24-bit display with a size of 640 x 480 takes up about 92 IK bytes
before compression. The same size image at 300 dpi would require 3.8 MB and much
larger image sizes and resolutions are common in the world of print production.
Some bitmapped file formats employ a form of automatic redundancy compression.
Rather than storing 80 pieces of identical data, the software can store something like
"color: black, occurences:
80"
for a horizontal black line with 80 pixels long. In this
manner, 80 pieces of data can be reduced to two or three. The Amiga image file formats
are examples of built-in redundancy compression. TIFF (Tag Image File Format) offers
redundancy compression as options.
Object-Oriented Graphics
The alternative to bitmap is broadly termed object-oriented also known as structured
graphics, or vector graphics. Rather than describing every dot in an image, these formats
describe objects such as lines, circles, rectangles, and polygons which are mathematically
define across an invisible grid. The descriptions typically include attributes like anchor
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points, size, angles, position, line weight, and hollow/fill characteristics. These commands
are then rendered into a bitmap that matches the resolution of the output device (printer,
monitor, film recorder). Structured graphics are said to be device independent or resolution
independent thereby avoiding one of the problems of bitmapped file sizes. Drawing a big
solid green circle that covers most of the screen, the computer's internal representation of




down; radius 2.5"; fill
green."
That set of instructions takes a handful of bytes; a bitmap of the same image could range
from kilobytes to megabytes depending upon the physical attributes and color depths.
Review of Image File Format
The following section would discuss the most popular image file formats currently
being used including EPS (Encapsulated PostScript), FPX (FlashPix), JPEG (Joint
Photographic Experts Group), PCD (Photo Compact-Disk file), PICT (Apple Macintosh
QuickDraw/PICT file), and TIFF (Tag Image File Format). And discuss which format
can contain the data sets contained in all the other formats. Because there are many of
software titles on the market for publishing, print, World Wide Web, CD-ROM, and
video, the software being discussed would be limited to the most popular ones for each
media which are: QuarkXPress for print, Netscape Navigator for the Web, Macromedia
Director for multimedia CD-ROM, Adobe AfterEffects and Adobe Premier for video
production, and Adobe Photoshop for image manipulation.
EPS (Encapsulated PostScript)
Extensions: eps, epi, epsf
Creator: Adobe Systems Incorporated
Encapsulated PostScript is a drawing format supported by most illustration and page
layout programs. It is a file format used to transfer PostScript image information from one
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program to another. The description of a single picture (which can be a whole page) that
can be included, or
"encapsulated,"
in another PostScript file or that can be "read
into"
an application specific program for combination with the content of an application.
EPS data sets are widely supported by both paint programs (raster-based) and
computer-aided design programs (geometry-based). One critical aspect of an EPS data set
is that it must leave the definition of all variables and the contents of all stacks unchanged
after it is processed. Because of this, some PostScript operators cannot be included in an
EPS data set; using them modifies the PostScript environment in such a way that it can
not be restored.
Major Type of Data: 2D Geometry; 2D Raster;
Text'
Color Representation: All PostScript supported color spaces
Data Organization: Sequential
Data Encoding: ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange);
binary encoding possible but discouraged
Data Compression: All PostScript supported filters; more portable if no compression is used
Software that supports EPS: Adobe Photoshop, QuarkXPress
FPX (FlashPix)
Extensions: fpx
Creator: Eastman Kodak, Hewlett-Packard, Microsoft, Live Picture
FlashPix is a multi-resolution raster image file format with a pyramidal of resolution
"layers"
organized and described using structured storage techniques like OLE, Object
Linking and Embedding techniques from Microsoft. FlashPix includes scripting operators
called "viewing
parameters"
that can be stored in a separate file, then rendered against
the original, unmodified image bits. FlashPix allows the application and user to gain
access to exacdy the
"right"
resolution of image information; no more or less than is needed.
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For instance, edits can be made and stored into a script, then the script quickly rendered
on the screen resolution image for extremely fast updates. Rendering at higher resolution
is not done until needed, at print time, for instance. FlashPix is ideally suited for working
with images across the internet because low resolution screen images can be downloaded,
manipulated, then the scripts can be sent back so that the high-resolution work is done
on the remote server. This is very efficient of net bandwidth. A key benefit of FlashPix
is that images can be used and worked with on aWindows with much less RAM and
processor speed than is needed traditionally to work on photo-quality raster images.
Major Type of Data: 2D
Raster8
Color Representation: Monochrome, Photo YCC, FlashPix RGB, RGB uncalibrated
Data Organization: Sequential, tiling into 64x64 pixels.
Data Encoding: Binary
Data Compression: No compression; JPEG; single color compression
Software that supports FPX: Not available on Macintosh platform
JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group)
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Extensions: jpeg, jpg, jfif
Creator: The independent JPEG Group
Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) compression creates an international standard
for the digital encoding and compression of continuous-tone still images and economizes
on the way data is stored and also identifies and discards
"extra"
data, that is, information
beyond what the human eye can see. Because it discards data, the JPEG algorithm is
referred to as
"lossy."
This means that once an image has been compressed and then
decompressed, it will not be identical to the original image. In most cases, the difference
between the original and compressed version of the image is indistinguishable. One
advantage of JPEG compression is that you can select the quality when compressing the
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image. The lower the quality, the smaller the image but the more different it will appear
than the original. JPEG's intended use includes, but is not limited to, facsimile, videotex,
audiographic conferencing, desktop publishing, graphic arts, medical imaging, and
scientific imaging.
Since people discern color areas and edges more readily than subtle shading, detail,
and absolute brightness, JPEG works by compressing the variations in color and brightness.
Put another way, the subde color changes that defy redundancy compression are the most
expendable changes form of information. JPEG compression is actually a series of steps:
The RGB image is converted into a representation of luminance and chrominance that
more closely parallels the eye's perception of tight and color.
The image is divided into tiles of 8 pixels by 8 pixels. The average luminance of each
tile is evaluated with a process called direct cosine transform (DCT).
Higher frequencies that are imperceptible to the eye are converted to zeros.
Gradations of similar colors within tiles are quantized to more defined incremental
levels. The amount of this quantization direcdy determines the amount of color compression.
The restricted luminance values and quantized color values are subjected to standard
redundancy compression techniques.
While image compressed via JPEG can be stored, copied, and sent over a modem,
decompression must be applied in order for images to be viewed. This is accomplished
by repeating the steps in reverse order. The decompressed files require considerably less
memory than the original versions. Since the data that is discarded or quantized cannot be
recouped, however, JPEG is a form of lossy compression. The compression ratio is dictated
by the user. The amount of compression that is acceptable depends on the nature of each
image. While compression approaching 200:1 is achievable, significant artifacting usually
becomes apparent at between 20:1 and 25:1.
Major Type of Data: 2D Raster
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Color Representation: Black andWhite
Grayscale: 16 to 256 gray values (4 to 8 bits per pixel)
Palette color
Full color: 24 bits per pixel, 8 bits per RGB
Data Organization: Random access
Data Encoding: Binary
Data Compression: No compression
Software that supports JPEG: QuarkXPress, Netscape Navigator, Macromedia Director,
Adobe AfterEffects (with conversion), Adobe Premier




The PhotoCD format contains images available in multiple levels of resolution. Users can
work easily with the smaller, lower-resolution images on-screen, then use the highest
resolution version for output. The resolution and image size determine file size. Photo CD
Master disc images are produced using Kodak scanning algorithms and color management
software, ensuring consistent, high-quality color. The PhotoCD format is supported on
both Macintosh and Windows. PhotoCD Xtensions software must be in the Xtension
folder in order to open a PhotoCD file
12
Major Type of Data: 2D Raster
Color Representation: Photo YCC
Data Organization: Sequential
Data Encoding: Binary
Data Compression: Lossless chroma subsampling,
17




Creator: Apple Computer, Inc.
The PICT format is widely used among Macintosh page layout and graphics applications
as an intermediary file format used for transferring documents between applications. The
PICT format is especially effective at compression images that contain large, flat areas
of color (alpha channels often have large, flat areas of white or black). PICT can contain
object-oriented (mathematically defined) information as well as bitmap information. This
information is specific to an operating system and must be translated by applications when
the document is opened on the other platform. Occasionally, these graphic files do not
translate exactly and may not display or print correctly.
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Major Type of Data: 2D Geometry; 2D Raster
Color Representation: Monochrome; Color table; RGB
Data Organization: Sequential
Data Encoding: Binary
Data Compression: Run-length (PackBits) for raster data only
Software that supports PICT: QuarkXPress, Macromedia Director, Adobe
AfterEffects, Adobe Premier, Adobe Photoshop
TIFF (Tag Image File Format)
Extensions: tiff, tif
Creator: Aldus, Microsoft, and NeXT
TffF is a file format for exchanging bitmapped images (usually scans) between different
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applications and different computer platforms. Desktop publishing was the initial area of
greatest use, but TBFF's usage has spread to video applications, facsimile transmission,
medical imaging, satellite imaging, and document storage and retrieval. The TTFF supports
LZW compression. This is the same compression used by the GIF format; however,
unlike GIF, LZW TIFF supports image types other than indexed color.
Major Type of Data: 2D Raster
Color Representation: Black andWhite
Grayscale: 16 256 gray values (4 8 bits per pixel)
Palette color
Full color: 24 bits per pixel, 8 bits per RGB
Data Organization: Random access
Data Encoding: Binary
Data Compression: No compression
Software that supports TIFF: QuarkXPress, Macromedia Director, Adobe
AfterEffects, Adobe Premier, Adobe Photoshop
Summary of Chapter 2
After a study of file formats, JPEG, PICT and TIFF are the three possible file formats
that can support cross media as shown in Table 1 on the following page. The following
discussion includes the advantage, the drawback and the negotiability of each file format.
JPEG is bitmap format and it is cross-platform.With compression, JPEG saves disk
space, speeds up transmission over phone lines and expedites the movement of files
over networks and it provides best photographic quality when compressed at 24 bit.
The conclusion from the graduate study of Daniel Goodenow shows that multiple
compression/decompression cycles have very little effect on image quality and the output














JPEG Yes Yes Yes (with conversion) Yes
PCD Yes (with proper coding) Yes i
PICT Yes Yes Yes Yes
TIFF Yes Yes (with conversion) Yes
Table 1 Supporting software for different file format
level of compression. This indicates JPEG is a feasible file format for print. However,
regarding about color management issue, TIFF has more benefit over JPEG.
TIFF and PICT occupy roughly the same amount of storage space and they both need
to be converted to JPEG or GIF for the use on the internet. PICT offers bitmap or object
format. PICT is a Macintosh file format which means it is not a cross-platform format and
is not under consideration to be used for image database. There also lies a problem which
PICT imposes file size limitations. Disregarding the resolution, a file can not be saved as
PICT when its image size is 4096 pixels and over in its width of pixel dimension.
TIFF is a bitmap format. TIFF works not only cross platform but image file can
also be opened and saved as TIFF in most applications. TIFF has advantage for color and
image fidelity because of lossless compression which also means TIFF is able to contain
more original data than other file formats which use lossy compression. Unlike PICT,
TIFF doesn't have file size limitations. TIFF supports International Color Consortium
(ICC) profiles that are important and commonly used for color management system in
printing industry. Therefore, TIFF would be that single file format for the usage among
different media in this thesis project.
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Chapter 3
A Review of the Literature in the Field
This chapter would look through the technology of print, WorldWide Web, multimedia
CD-ROM, and video. The review of the literature would emphasize the requirement for
resolution, gamma correction, color depths and file format for each medium.
Print
Printing is one of the oldest methods of graphic communication. It reproduces quantities
of images or text mostly on paper, which can visually transmit the information. The age of
electronics and the computer have completely changed printing procedures. The modern
printing process adopts the expansive versatility and capabilities of the computer and
image processing software. Digital imaging has not only dominated prepress but also
extended to platemaking and printing.
There are four different methods of platemaking which divide the traditional
printing industry into four categories. They are lithography, gravure, flexography, and
screenprinting. This study would only focus on lithography and limit the discussion of print
to Specifications for Web Offset Publications (SWOP) because SWOP is the standard for
web offset magazine proofing in the United States. The subscribers of SWOP including
DuPont Analog WaterProof, HP DesignJet 2500CP printer, Scitex IRIS, Tectronix
Phaser color series, Xeikon DCP/32D, Xerox Fiery XJ Plus 525, etc.
Printed color, or process color, is based on the reflective nature of pigments and paper.
Process inks are made from cyan, yellow and magenta pigments that form black when
combined at their strongest and purest, approaching white when their values are reduced.
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Each pigment absorbs (or subtracts) some portion of the visible spectrum and reflects the
rest. These subtractive primaries (CMYK) produce a range of color substantially different
from the range created by CRT (cathode-ray tube) which uses RGB color space.
Resolution





refers to the frequency of the horizontal and vertical line
on the halftone screen.
When a continuous tone image is converted to a halftone, pixels are changed to solid
color dots of varying size. If more than one pixel is available to define the dot density at
any position, better results are obtained. Scanning resolution is therefore equal to output
resolution multiplied by a quality factor which is also known as halftoning factor. The
quality factor value is usually 2 for screen ruling of 133 lpi and below because incorrect
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output dot densities wtil be more noticeable at low screen rulings/ The results of a thesis
study by Mike Beaulieu says the acceptable scanning quality factor was 1.25 for screen
ruling of 133 lpi and this reduces a file to 39.2 percent of the size of the file scanned at
a 2 factor before it even enters the system. Scanning resolutions must be multiplied by
a sizing factor if the output format differs from the original.
For line art, four factors are important when scanning the artwork: sizing factor
between original and output formats; output resolution; sharpening; threshold value. The
resolution at which line art is scanned depends upon its intended application. If it is to
converted into contours, the highest resolution available on the scanner could be used.
When it will be output without conversion, the scanning resolution should match the
output device resolution, unless this is higher than 1200 dpi. Scanning resolution must
also be multiplied by a sizing factor if the output format differs from the original.
During the preparation for print, the scan-in resolution (ppi) for halftone image is
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screen rulings (lpi) multiplied by 2, multiplied by magnification ratio. For linework, the
resolution of the output device (dpi) is the limit.
Conventional Halftone Printing Scan res. = Screen ruling x Quality factor x Sizing factor
Stochastic Halftone Printing Scan res. = Reference screen ruling x Quality factor x Sizing factor
Contone Paper Output Scan res. = Output device res. x Sizing factor
Contone Film Output Scan res. = Output device res. x Sizing factor
Output device res. =
Maximum addressable pixels
Longest side of output film




is the percentage by which the light absorption of the printed dots exceeds
the requested dot coverage. Dot gain happens because of the following two reasons: a
mechanical smearing of ink; optical effects within the bulk of the
paper cause more tight
to be absorbed than would be expected from the surface coverage. SWOP involves a dot
gain at 50 percent of about 22 percent to 25 percent: when a 50 percent dot is requested,
it is actually printed as 70 percent to
75 The resulting midtone is darker than
requested. To compensate for this, tonal adjustment is necessary before printing. This is
similar to gamma correction in video. The standard dot gain functions employed in
North
America correspond to intensity being reproduced as a power function
of a digital code,
6
where the numerical value of the exponent is about 1.8, compared to about 2.2
for video.
This is lower than the optimum for perception, but works
well for the low contrast ratio
of offset printing.
The Macintosh has a power function of 1.8 that is so close to
that of printing that raw
QuickDraw codes sent to an imagesetter produce acceptable results.
High-end publishing
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software allows the user to specify the parameters of dot gain compensation.
Some monitors has the function to set gamma of the display. When preparing the
image for print under gamma correction of 1.8 can have a closer preview of the final
printed product. This will avoid unwanted results and achieve the goal of "What You




The depth of information recorded during the scanning process is limited by the chosen
color depth. In order to record colored pixels, tonal information is required for individual
primary color channels. RGB images normally use 24-bit depth (3 x 8-bit) and 32-bit
depth is needed for CMYK images (4 x 8-bit). When each color channel is defined by
an 8-bit number, 256 brightness levels per channel are possible. The combination of 256
levels or red, green and blue allows more than 16 million colors to be described.
Most color scanners are able to differentiate 256 tonal levels for each of the RGB
primary colors. Some are designed to record many more levels, extending the bit depth
to 10, 12, 14 or even 16 bits per color. This additional supersampled data is rarely used
by output devices, but it allows a wider range of shadow details to be captured and
subsequently heightened. When scanning high-density transparencies this is particularly
important and it provides flexibility when RGB images are converted to CMYK.
When working with an image for print, keeping the color depth at 32 bits (8 bits
for each printing primary inks cyan, magenta, yellow and black) can maintain a good
color fidelity on the print with the smallest possible file size.
File Format
For print, image files may be stored in a wide variety of formats. The choice depends
largely upon how and where images will be used. Native formats that are proprietary to
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one program manufacturer may be extremely efficient in their own environment but they
provide little or no compatibility with other systems.
The TIFF format is capable of describing bilevel, grayscale, RGB and CMYK images
with more then ten compression techniques available.
The EPS format is more comprehensive than TIFF, being able to describe both
vector and image data, together with page-layout details. Its greater complexity results
in larger files than the TIFF format but image compression techniques are also available.
Both RGB and CMYK composite EPS files exist.
The PICT format, developed by Apple, also caters for vector and bit-mapped data
but it has little support on other platforms.
JPEG compression offers both lossy and non-lossy versions. The lossy version is
very efficient, requiring only one bit per pixel instead of eight to reproduce an image
that is virtually indistinguishable from the original. A special utility may be needed in
addition to standard programs, to enable decompression of JPEG files.
Web
The WorldWideWeb, orWWW, is the newest information service on the Internet. The Web
is based on a technology called hypertext which is a method of presenting information
where selected word or image on the page can be
"expanded"
at any time to provide other
information about the word or image. It is structured by links between pages of hypertext.
The Web and its tools are still under development for newer features and faster retrieval.
One of the coolest things about the World Wide Web is that it is cross-platform and people
on Macintosh, Windows, Suns, and Silicon Graphics all get to communicate together in
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the same location. The percentage of systems used to access the Web is about:
Macintosh 27 percent; Windows 52 percent; UNIX 13 percent; Other eight percent.
The unfortunate fact about cross-platform authoring is that viewers log on to the Web
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using different computers with different color spaces, color cards, monitor types, and
monitor sizes. A beautiful full-color graphic (24-bit) may look terrible on someone's
portable computer with a 4-bit color display. This is typical of some of the things that
can happen unexpectedly to artwork on the Web site.
Computer color artwork for the Web is very different than other color delivery
mediums because the final destination of publishing is on the monitors instead of printed
papers. Computer screen-based color is composed of projected light and pixels instead of
ink pigments, dot patterns, and screen percentages. In many ways, working with screen-based
color can be more fun than working with printed inks no waiting for color proofs, or
working with CMYK values that are much less vibrant than RGB; no high-resolution
files; no dot screens to deal with. Working with computer screen-based color for the
Web introduces even more involved concepts, such as cross-platform compatibility,
graphic cards, and different operating systems.
Everything that is wonderful about the Web global accessibility, cross-platform
compatibility, networked distribution, and ever-improving technology has a trade-off
about the color graphics creation. People can access the Web from any place in the
world with different computers, different monitors and different operating systems.
Monitors can have a wide variety of bit-depth settings, different color calibration and
default gamma setting. Different operating systems and Web browsers can also affect
the way color is display.
Resolution
A computer screen can not physically display a high-resolution file. High-resolution
graphics will appear much bigger than intended on the Web because the Web can only
display at 1:1 magnification. Each monitor has different resolution and dot pitch size. The
number of dots per inch (dpi) on the screen is influenced by monitor size and resolution.
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Pixels Lines
14" 15" 16" 17" 19"
640 480 57 53 50 47 42
800 600 71 67 63 59 53
1024 768 91 85 80 75 67
1280 1024 114 107 100 94 84
Table 3 Relationship between monitor size and displayable pixels
Table 3 shows how the relationship between monitor size and displayable pixels.
The accepted measurement of screen resolution is 72 dot per inch because average
computer screen displays 72 dots per inch. The image prepared at 72 ppi is true to its correct
size in inches when posted to a Web page and view it with a monitor of the resolution of
72 pixel per inch. The scanning resolution should be 72 ppimultiplied by the magnification factor.
Gamma Correction
The colors on monitors shift between systems even between identical operation systems
and identical hardware. Some attempt to regulate color monitors through calibration, or
adjusting a monitor's color, brightness, and contrast settings. One of the problems with color
on computer monitors is that very few monitors are calibrated accurately to one another.
Shades of a color often vary wildly from computer to computer, and from platform to
platform.
Color calibration is a distressing problem to Web designers who expect the colors
they've picked to look the same on everyone's system. Macintosh, Windows, Silicon
Graphics (SGIs) and Suns all have different graphic cards and monitors, and none of them
are calibrated to each other. What becomes more important about the color is the contrast
and value of a graphic. If the contrast and value balance, the brightness and darkness or
color differences on various platforms are going to be less objectionable. An easy way
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to check contrast and value of a graphic is to change the monitor setting temporarily to
grayscale. This converts all the color data to blacks, whites, and grays. This will yield much
better feedback about brightness and contrast than a color display can.
Across different computer platforms, the calibration problem is amplified by gamma
differences. Gamma dictates the brightness and contrast of the computer's display.
Macintosh computers, for example, are typically much brighter than Windows computers
because of the differences in Macintosh's native gamma settings. The average factor
gamma setting for SGI monitors is 1.7, 1.8 for Macintosh and 2.2 for
Windows.'
Therefore, knowing that graphics will display darker on Windows, graphics should be
manipulated a little brighter than normally would when working on the Macintosh and
the major viewers areWindows users. On the other hand, when working on the Windows,
make graphics slightiy darker when the major viewers are Macintosh users. There is no
way to make it work perfectly everywhere, but knowing these general differences makes
one be able to guess about overall color brightness. The Web page will look different on
different computer monitors and platforms. View the graphics on as many platforms as
possible and make necessary changes when needed based on informed feedback.
Color Depth
Color Depth for Photograph or Continuous-tone Images. The Web browsers use a 8-bit
palette different from any system palette. Photograph or continuous-tone type of image
can use 24-bit palette because it always dithers in 8-bit regardless ofwhich 8-bit palette is
applied. For this reason, it is not worth the effort to force this type of image to the browser
palette or other 8-bit palettes. The browser will automatically choose a dithering scheme
for a 24-bit image when it is viewed on in an 8-bitWeb setting. By leaving it in 24-bit
to begin with will have the added advantage of allowing viewers with 24-bit systems to
see the photographs or continuous artwork at the highest quality possible.
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Color Depth for Illustration-BasedArtwork. For illustrators. Choosing color before
starting an illustration is something designers are already accustomed to. In order to
make browser color-safe illustrations and to make sure that work on the Web do not
dither, it would be necessary to use colors from the 8-bit browser palette.
Adaptive Palettes. Sometimes, people still need to convert photographs to 8-bit. It is better
to create an "adaptive
palette"
for those photographic or continuous-tone images first.
An adaptive palette in Photoshop is the same thing as an "optimized
palette"
in other
programs. The principle is that the 8-bit palette is derived from the best possible 256
colors or less based on what the image looks like. An adaptive palette
"intelligently"
picks a group of colors that best represents the image it's referencing. An adaptive 8-bit
palette could be 256 shades of red, or it could be a rainbow of all the colors, depending
on the image it was referencing. Image processing programs like Photoshop usually
have the way to convert an image with an adaptive 8-bit palette.
File Formats
Web graphics are transmitted to the browser through the internet. The smaller the file size,
the faster the transmission. Consider that the average person viewing the Web is on a
28.8 modem, and it is predictable to take half a second per KB (kilobyte) for an image to
transfer. This means that a 120 KB file would take one minute to download, and one 7 MB
(megabyte) file could take almost two hours. There are several factors that influence the
file size. Instead of CMYK, always keep in mind to prepare the graphic in RGB at 72 ppi
because it is screen-bound. Lower down the color depth and compress the file as much
as possible.
Compression is the key to making small graphics but it may not be a necessary
feature in other computer graphic file format specifications. Web-based image file formats
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have to implement impressive compression schemes in order to transform large images to
small file sizes. Some Web file formats use lossless compression techniques but this may
result with larger file size. Some other file formats use lossy compression techniques,
meaning that there will be some loss of quality to the resulting images. There is no way
that file formats could impose the required amount of compression needed forWeb
delivery and not sacrifice some quality. Two types of image file formats most commonly
accepted by graphic Web browsers are JPEGs and GIFs. One difference between them is
that JPEGs can be 24-bit (include up to 16.7 million colors) and GIFs must be 8-bit or less
(256 colors maximum). It's easy to convert images from other file formats to JPEGs or
GIFs with the proper software, e.g. Adobe Photoshop. Many other imaging programs
support JPEGs and GIFs too. But Photoshop is the most popular and functional application
for imaging manipulating in these years. When creating file names, it's important to use
lowercase letters for extensions, because UNLX servers can not recognize capital letters.
JPEG. JPEG was developed specifically for photographic-type images and supports
variable compression settings, which offers control over how much degradation and loss
of quality an image has to suffer. JPEG uses a lossy compression scheme that reduces
image file sizes as much as 100:1 but it does not work well for graphic-based images,
such as line drawings, illustrations, type design, and cartoons. JPEG is a great file format
for the Web as long as it can work with 24-bit (16.7+ million colors) images and still
produce files that are small enough to meet online standards.
JPEG images compress when they're saved in a graphics program, and then
decompress when they're viewed by aWeb browser. Herein lies a problem; even though
JPEGs often can be smaller than GIFs, the decompression time sometimes takes longer than
GIFs. Therefore, a smaller JPEG file with more colors might still take longer to download
and decompress than a bigger GIF file with fewer colors. Progressive JPEG is a new
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type of JPEG which has been introduced by Netscape Navigator 2.0. It appears on theWeb
page in stages of quality, so the viewer sees the image before it comes fully into focus.
JPEG compression works better on images with small color changes such as subtie
lighting changes than on images with lots of area of solid color like line art cartoons,
flat-style illustrations, and graphics with lettering or hard-edged shapes in them. Anytime
a JPEG file encounters a sharp edge, such as white pixels next to black pixels, it tends to
introduce blur or ugly artifacts around the edges.
GIF. GIFs use LZW compression (based on work done by Lempel-Ziv &Welch), which
is a lossless method of reducing file size. Even though lossless compression offers higher
quality than lossy compression, the resulting files might look worse than a 24-bit lossy
compressed JPEG because GIFs have to be 8-bit (256 colors) or less.
There are two types of GEFs: GIF87a and GIF89a. GIF87a, which is the standard and
more common GIF file format, is generally called plain old GIF. Photoshop refers this
file format as a CompuServe GIF. GIF89a is a subset of the GIF87a file format. It adds
the ability to tack on extra information to the file such as transparency. (Transparent
GIFs have regions that are selected to mask out, and become invisible.) Interlaced GIFs
can be saved in either format, GEF87a or GIF89a. They appear on aWeb browser in
chunks, starting at low resolution and resolving after several seconds to their finished
form. In theory, the advantage to using interlacing is that it makes the graphics appear
faster in lower resolution than if it had to download fully before being visible. This can
help viewers decide if they want to wait for the graphic or click onward and elsewhere.
It also causes the HTML body text to appear faster on a page, before the graphic fully
appears. Making the graphic appear faster in lower resolution works great for images
that are readable at chunky resolutions. But this is not efficient when it involves images
that include menu text or table of contents information. An interlaced GIF might force
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the viewer to actually wait longer for the entire image to appear before being able to read
it to read essential information than a simple non-interlaced GIF would.
In GIF compression, pixel transitions within a document are scanned. The GIF file
format adds file size according to the number of times the pixels change in a document
along the horizontal axis. So when making small-sized GIFs, it's not so much the size of
GIF image in terms of dimensions or numbers of colors that count, it's how many times
an image changes pixels on a horizontal axis. GIF is an excellent compression scheme for
flat graphics. It is not as efficient when compressing dithered graphics because dithering
introduces noise which greatly increase file size. 8-bit graphics are typically dithered by
nature, it makes so sense to dither an image when making a GIF file.
The Macintosh version of Netscape uses the Macintosh System palette, a pre-set
256-color table that ships with every copy of Photoshop. The Windows version of Netscape
uses the Windows palette, another, slightly different pre-set color table of 256 fixed colors.
However, the fixed-browser Macintosh and Windows palettes have 216 colors out of
256 that are identical on either platform. In fixed-palette environments, such as
Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer, images will not be re-color mapped or
dithered unexpectedly if the color is from those 216 colors.
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Figure 4 Web palette
The end product of aWeb page is dependent on what the
end-users'
systems allow
them to see. Because the Web audience is on different platforms, computer monitors,
color systems with various calibration settings, there would seem to be no way to control
what they ultimately see. Working on low-resolution graphics with limited colors offers
better results for the Web designer, which is contrary to the way most digital print artists
have been trained to work. Making graphics and images that work on the Web requires
that images have as small a file size as possible.
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Here is the summary of responsible Web design:
Check the actual file size of the image file.
Use GIF and JPEG compression to reduce image sizes for Web publishing.
JPEGs are good for photographs, grayscale files, continuous tone artwork, computer
graphics with realistic lighting and scanned painting. When viewers on the Web do
not have 24-bit displays, JPEGs dither.
JPEGs take longer to download than GIFs.
GIFs are good for graphics, cartoons, line-art and solid colored illustrations.
Multimedia CD-ROM
CD-ROM stands for Compact Disc-Read Only Memory. Compact Disc (CD) technology
was first introduced to the world as a medium for high quality digitized music. It was
then quickly seen as a storage medium for large amounts of any type of digital data such
as photorealistic images and graphics, not just sound. Not only storing a significant
amount of data, CD also meets the additional requirements of random-access and mass
distribution. It weighs next to nothing, can be mass-produced at prices around one or
two dollars, and delivers up to 74 minutes of high-quality audio, or 640 MB of digital
data. As a result, CD technology in its various forms is one of the driving forces behind
multimedia production and consumer acceptance with computer users. One of the reasons
for this success is the joint definition of standards by Sony and Philips. Sony and Philips
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were quick to introduce the Yellow Book specification for CD-ROM which differs the
use of the data areas for information other than digital audio and more constrictive error
correction routines. It specifies the method by which bits are encoded, as well as their
organization into frames and sectors. Methods of organizing sectors into logical blocks
of information, as well as how those logical blocks are accessed by the filing system.
Multimedia CD-ROM is meant to be used with a computer for presentation. Thus,
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the speed is an important issue especially when it deals with animation. The display is
then similar to the image preparation for the Web.
Resolution
A computer screen display is only able to display dot-on-dot. Any image that has higher
resolution than this will only occupy more memory and delay the presentation on the
run. Both CD-ROM and Web images are screen bound. Table 3 shows the relationship
between monitor size and displayable pixels. Average computer screen displays 72 dots
per inch. Therefore, always prepare the image for CD-ROM at 72 ppi.
Gamma Correction
The colors on monitors shift between different platforms. Macintosh and Windows have
different color cards and monitors. Across different computer platforms, the calibration
problem is amplified by gamma differences. Macintosh have default gamma settings on
the system which typically make things look much brighter than Windows. The average
factor gamma settings for Macintosh is 1.8 and 2.2 forWindows.
When preparing images for multimedia CD-ROM, the first thing is knowing the
system that is being used for presentation in the future. Knowing this fact, make sure the
gamma setting on the system when preparing images are the same as that for the end
product. Or the brightness and the contrast will shift during presentation because of the
different gamma.
Color Depth
Except content and design, the important issue that determines a good multimedia
presentation or not is speed and memory. Lower color depth can reduce the memory and
increase the presenting speed thus make smooth running presentation. Since multimedia
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presentation will only present on one computer and only one color palette will be used, a
custom palette or a superpalette can optimize the result Usually a 8-bit color depth with adaptive
palette is used. See the image preparation for theWeb formore detail about color depth.
File Format
The available multimedia authoring program in the market includes Macromedia
Director, HyperStudio, Macromedia Authorware, Quarklmmedia. Among these,
Macromedia Director is the most popular program in the industry. This thesis will limit
the discussion for multimedia to the requirement for Macromedia Director.
The file formats Director can handle include JPEG, GIF, PICT, TIFF All these are
raster image because multimedia presentation is screen-bound and the image should be
bitmap image. Because adaptive palette is usually used during CD-ROM production for
better performance, PICT is usually the format to be used when preparing images for
multimedia usage on the Macintosh platform.
Video
In the strictest sense of the word, video in itself is multimedia since it combines visual and
aural information. The seamless integration of video and computers represents the most
difficult aspect of multimedia from a technology standpoint, and the most rewarding from
a communication standpoint. No degree of integration obviates the technology, tools, or
techniques that have changed the way people communicate over the past half century.
Videographics existed on a limited scale in broadcast TV in the area of titling, still screens
showing sports results or the weather, and as a facet of some pop video. They began to develop
when graphic computers such as the Apple Macintosh were used for creating slide shows
in digital format. Once the ability to digitize sound, control timing and insert transitions
between graphics became available on a range of output devices, the scene was set for the
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development of videographics. This led to the third wave desktop video approached with
more caution and quickly submerged that became multimedia. There are different standards
for video technology around the world. This study would limit the discussion to National
Television Standards Committee (NTSC) which is the video standard for the NorthAmerica,
including Canada, and Japan. Graphics and titles are usually added at the postproduction
stage of video making.
Resolution
Vertical resolution is determined by the number of raster, or scanlines, a system standard
dictates. While NTSC consists of 525 scanlines, some are usurped by the vertical blanking
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interval, leaving NTSC equipment with a visible resolution of 484 lines. The pixel
array for video is 644x483 pixels with square pixel. Hence, limit the image size to
640x480 pixels, a 4:3 portion, can make sure all the image will be display on the video.
Horizontal resolution is described by the number of vertical lines
black-and-
white that can be accurately represented in an area as wide as the overall image is tall.
Thus, a system, that can reproduce 200 white lines and 200 black lines in an area the
same width as the 484 lines are tall (in NTSC) is said to have a 400-line resolution.
NTSC is considerably muddier than RGB. Smaller fonts are difficult to read on
video monitors and often are illegible on standard television driven by standard VCRs.
A single pixel in a scanline of one field will flicker if not matched by a conesponding
pixel on the next scanline in the opposite field due to the interlaced nature of video.
Lines with a height of two pixels or greater should therefore always be used
Since the final display on the video will be pixel-based, any resolution higher than
72 ppi will not show any more detail and it will be a waste. Thus, it should be kept in
mind to prepare images at 72 ppi when it's for video usage and the scanning resolution
should be 72 ppi multiplied by magnification factor.
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Gamma Correction
The intensity of a CRT (cathode-ray tube) display is approximately proportional to
input signal voltage raised to the 2.5 power (see page 5 for gamma conection on video
display, Chapter 2). Television is usually viewed in a dim environment. If an image's
correct physical intensity is reproduced in a dim surround, a subjective effect called
"simultaneous
contrast"
causes the reproduced image to appear lacking in contrast. A
power function with an exponent of about 1.1 or 1.2 must be applied to overcome this
effect, in order to produce images that are subjectively pleasing. This is the reason why
the image which is prepared on a computer will look brighter on a television. Rather
than introducing circuitry at the display to apply this function, the transfer function is
modified at encoder. A transfer function with an exponent of 0.45 has been defined by
the international Rec. 709 Standard for high-definition television. The product of the
0.45 exponent at the camera and the 2.5 exponent at the display produces the desired
end-to-end exponent of about 1.13. An exponent of 0.45 is a good match for both CRTs
and for perception. In physical terms, a video image to be encoded such that a 2.2-power
function (1/0.45) would reproduce physically-correct intensity at the display. The NTSC
video standard is often said to have gamma of 2.2, because the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) standards described gamma in this way.
Color Depth




is the degree towards yellow or green,
"Q"
is the degree towards red or purplish
blue,
"Y"
is the luminance signal in color video. Since the color gamut of NTSC and
24-bit RGB do not completely overlap, the color palette for video work should be
16
restricted to those that NTSC can display accurately.
As with computer graphics, one way to reduce the file size is by reducing the
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image fidelity. Fewer (e.g. 12-bit or 16-bit color) can be used to represent colors and
yields fairly acceptable image quality at the same time. CLUTs are another possibility in
conjunction with smaller palettes. Usually a 8-bit color depth with adaptive palette is
used for animation. For still image, 24-bit color depth is acceptable. See the image
preparation for the Web for more detail about lower color depth.
File Format
Apple Macintosh is the main stream in the electronic publishing industry, including
print, Web, and CD-ROM. This thesis project is to study the image preparation for cross
media and the discussion is limited to the Macintosh users. The available video editing
software for the Macintosh computer are Adobe AfterEffects and Adobe Premier. These
two software are very similar but AfterEffect emphasizes more on the effect, Premier is
mainly for editing usage.
The file formats AfterEffects and Premier can handle are PICTs. JPEGs and TIFFs
can be used with a conversion when importing the image. PICT is usually the format to
be used when preparing images for multimedia usage. AfterEffects can even import
Adobe Photoshop file format which contains layers. This is very helpful when importing
the image into AfterEffects while still keeping the information on layers.
The biggest challenge posed by digital video is the volume of data involved and
how it bears on storage, transmission, throughput, and display. A video image with the
size of the average 640 x 480 computer display, a color depth of 24 bits per pixel and a
standard NTSC frame rate of 30 frames per second represents a litde over 25 mega bytes
of data per second of video not counting audio. At that rate, a one giga byte hard disk
could store only about 38 seconds of video. Also, the limitations of the screen proportions
cannot be ignored. Whilst the size is variable, a ratio of 4:3 is the norm for both computer
and video.
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In general, NTSC oversaturates very easily, causing colors to bleed into adjacent
areas of the image. Bright red is the worst offender, with bright blue a close second. Other
colors, notably purple, are difficult to translate to exacdy the same hue. High-contrast
colors in adjacent areas of an image should also be avoided where possible, since these
quick changes are difficult for video electronics to represent accurately. Some graphics
and media integration programs come with optional palettes specifically designed for
video, and some image processors can filter the colors of any image to be NTSC-legal.
Summary for Chapter 3
After the study of image requirements for different media, it showed that print is the one
which requires the most information high resolution, high color depths.
Print Web CD-ROM Video
Resolution (on screen) 266 ppi 72 ppi 72 ppi 72 ppi
Gamma Correction 1.8 1.8/2.2 1.8/2.2 2.5
Color Depth 32-bit 8-bit/24-bit 8-bit 24-bit
Table 4 Image requirements for different media
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A single image format with fixed pixel resolution, color resolution can be established to
satisfy the needs for image quality of print, web, CD-ROM, and video publishing with
proper file transform.
Print is the media which needs the most information. TIFF is the file format which
is commonly used in printing industry because of its abilities of data management and
storage. Therefore, the thesis established TIFF as the master file format. Through some
transformation, this master TIFF format could be transformed to the format needed for




The first procedure in the methodology was to find the right Gamma conections for
each media. The results were screened to limited the settings to the good ones.
The second procedure was to find the acceptable color depth for each media with
the qualified gamma correction from the previous step. The results were screened to
limited the settings to the good ones.
The third procedure was to find the right resolution for each media with the qualified
gamma correction and color depth from the previous two procedures.
Print is the media that requires the most information. During each procedure, images
were tested on print media first then on to the Web, CD-ROM and video. Only settings
with acceptable the print-out could go to three other media.
Figure 5 Major workflow of the methodology
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Then the screened results led to the acceptable gamma correction, resolution, and
color depth for each media. The detail of each procedure is described as following:
Choice of Images
Prepared 13 photographic images which can represent high-key, low-key and normal-
key images. In the following procedure,
"suite"
is the term to identify one set of images
which includes each of these 13 images at same condition.
Color Settings in Photoshop
See Figure 6, Figure 7 for the RGB and CMYK settings in Photoshop.
j RGB Setup j
RGB: I Apple RGB
Gamma: |l.B0
White Point | 65D0K (D65) JB
Primaries: Trinitron JB






Figure 6 RGB color settings in Photoshop
CMYK Setup!
CMYKModel: # Built-in O ice OTables
Ink Options
InkColors: [SWOT (Coatee) ID
Dot Gain: | Standard tip""!*
1
Separatton Optlens
Separation Type: OCR OUS Gray damp:
MackGeneration: | uont j
Black InkLimit 1 100 \X
Total Ink Limit 1 300 |tt
UCAM>eiHt|0 |% y
D Preview
Figure 7 CMYK color settings in Photoshop
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Step 1. Device calibration.
Calibrate all the device that would be used in this thesis.
Monitor: RasterOps SuperScan Mel 7, calibrated using Adobe Gamma control panel
with the adjusted white point at 6500K.
Printer: Canon Color Laser Copier 700 with Fiery ColorPass 500, calibrated using
the Fiery built-in function.




color television, reset the video adjustment to default settings.
Step 2. Establish original image database.
Scanned 13 different images high-key image, normal-key image and low-key image
with the resolution at 400 ppi, color depth at 24-bit RGB. Opened images in Photoshop
and adjusted the level to best match the contrast of the originals especially in the high
light and shadow areas. Saved these images as TIFF files in RGB format. The file name
would be able to identify each of the 13 images. This suite would be the original image
database.
Step 3. Acceptable gamma corrections for print
Establish Image Database for the Test on Gamma Correction
Launch Photoshop
File/Open: 13 RGB images from original image database
Image/Image Size/Resolution: 266 pixel/inch
Ftie/Save: *50.tiff (These RGB files don't have gamma correction. The
"input/output"




color depth: 24-bit RGB
Save as TIFF




r 1 ' V V
Image/Adjust/Curves Image/Adjust/Curves Image/Adjust/Curves Image/Adjust/Curves
input/output input/output input/output input/output
50/70 50/60 50/40 50/30
Save asTIFF(RGB) Save asTIFF(RGB) SaveasTIFF(RGB) SaveasTIFF(RGB)
\r_ 1 f 1i
Image/Mode/CMYK
Save as TIFF(CMYK)
1 r v \ f
'
r \f
Send each file to proofer
Check tone compression and detail (highlight/shadow) on each output.
Keep the file which can offer satisfying result, eliminate the rest.
Go to STEP 4
Figure 8 Step 3 print files with different gamma correction
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Gamma Adjustment into Different Suites ofFiles
File/Open: 13 RGB images from previous (*50.tiff)
Image/AdjustyCurves: set the input/output at 50/70, 50/60, 50/40, 50/30 for each
image which creates four suites of 13 images with four different gamma corrections.
File/Save: *70.tiff, *60.tiff, *40.tiff, *30.tiff (RGB files)
Modes Change from RGB to CMYK
File/Open: *70.tiff, *60.tiff, *50.tiff, *40.tiff, *30.tiff.
Image/Mode/CMYK
File/Save as: *70c.tiff, *60c.tiff, *50c.tiff, *40c.tiff, *30c.tiff.
Output to Printer and Exam the Result
Launch QuarkXPress.
Layout 65 CMYK tiff images (five suites of 13 images) in QuarkXPress
File/Print
Exam the image on the output. Check the tone compression, especially the highlight
and shadow details on each image.
Qualify the gamma correction only that all the image in the same suite (including
high-key, normal-key and low-key images) is able to represent nice output result.
Use the qualified gamma correction for Step 4.
Step 4. Acceptable settings for the Web, CD-ROM, and video.
Resize the image resolution from Step 3, 5 or 7for monitor bound
In Photoshop, File/Open the RGB file of each qualified suite from Step 3










From STEP 3, 5, or7
Use the file TIFF (RGB)
File Open in Photoshop
T
Resolution Transformation

















Send each file to its destined media: monitor, TV
Check tone compression and detail (highlight/shadow) on each output.
Qualify the setting which can provide satisfying result
If none is acceptable, repeat Step 3, 5 or 7. Instead of optimize for print,
prepare the image for other media (video, Web or CD-ROM).
Figure 9 Step 4, 6, 8 transform file for each media and check the results
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File manipulation for different medium
Use the 72 ppi RGB file for each of the following three steps:
<1> For the Web: Photoshop/Image/Mode/RGB. 8 bits per channel
File/Save As/JPEGquality: high (6), baseline (standard), save path.
<2> For CD-ROM: Image/Mode/Indexed Color adaptive palette: color depth: 8-bit
per pixel; no dither. File/Save As/PICT
<3> For video: Photoshop/Image/Mode/RGB, 8 bits per channel
File/Save As/PICT no compression, resolution: 32 bits/pixel.
Output to Each DestinedMedia and Exam the Result
Send each file to its destined medium: monitor. TV
ForWorldWide Web: use Netscape Navigator as the browser.
For CD-ROM: import images to Director 7.0 to make the presentation.
For video: import images to Adobe Premier 4.2 and output to a video tape.
Check tone compression and detail (highlight/shadow) on each output.
Qualify the setting (gamma correction, color depth or resolution) only which can provide
satisfying results for all images in one suite. Use the qualified setting for the next step.
If none of the image is acceptable, go back to Step 3, 5 or 7 and repeat the procedure.
Instead of optimize for print, prepare the image for other media (video,Web or CD-ROM)
until there is an acceptable setting.
Step 5. Acceptable color depth for print
Establish Image Database for the Test on Color Depth
Launch Photoshop
File/Open: 13 RGB images from original image database


















according to the result of STEP 3,4
Image/Curve Adjustment





Send each file to proofer
Check tone compression and detail (highlight/shadow) on each output.
Keep the file which can offer satisfying result, eliminate the rest.
Go to STEP 6
Figure 10 Step 5 print files with different color depth
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Change the color depth of each image according to the following three settings.
<1> 8-bit: Image/Mode/Indexed Color
adaptive palette; color depth: 8-bit per pixel; no dither. File/Save: *08.50.tiff
<2> 24-bit: File/Save: *24.50.tiff
<3> 48-bit: Image/Mode/16 bits per channel; File/Save: *48.50.tiff
Gamma adjustment with the qualified gamma correction from Step 3 and 4
Photoshop/File/Open: *48.50.tiff, *24.50.tiff, *08.50.tiff
Image/Adjust/Curves: set input/output with qualified gamma corrections from Step 3, 4.
Ftie/Save as tiff. These RGB files have filenames that can identify their own
conditions (gamma conection and resolution).
Modes Change from RGB to CMYK
Photoshop/File/Open the RGB file
Image/Mode/CMYK
File/Save as tiff.
Output to Printer and Examinate the Result
Launch QuarkXpress.
Layout testing CMYK tiff images (several suites of 13 images) in QuarkXPress
File/Print
Exam the image on the output. Check the tone compression, especially the highlight
and shadow details on each image.
Qualify the color depth only that all the image in the same suite is able to represent




color depth: from Step 6











according to the result of STEP 3,4
Image/Curve Adjustment
(30/50, 40/50 50/50. 60/50 or 70/50)
SaveasTIFF(RGB)
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Send each file to proofer
Check tone compression and detail (highlight/shadow) on each output.
Keep the file which can offer satisfying result, eliminate the rest.
Go to STEP 8
Figure 11 Step 7 print files with different resolution
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Step 6. Acceptable color depth for the Web, CD-ROM, and video.
Same as Step 4
Step 7. Acceptable resolution for print
Establish image database for the test on resolution
Photoshop/File/Open: 13 RGB images from original image database
Change the color depth of each image according to the result from Step 5, 6.
Change the resolution of each image according to the following four settings:
Image/Image Size/Resolution: 72, 133, 266, 400 pixel/inch
File/Save: 072*. tiff, 133*.tiff, 266*.tiff, 400*.tiff
The filename should be able to identify the color depth of the image.
Gamma adjustment with the qualified gamma correction from Step 3 and 4
Photoshop/File/Open: 072*.tiff, 133*.tiff, 266*.tiff, 400*.tiff
Image/Adjust/Curves: set input/output with qualified gamma conections from Step 3, 4.
File/Save as tiff. These RGB files have filenames that can identify their own
conditions (gamma conection and resolution).
Modes Change from RGB to CMYK
Photoshop/File/Open the RGB file
Image/Mode/CMYK
File/Save as tiff.
Output to Printer and Examinate the Result
Launch QuarkXPress.
Layout testing CMYK tiff images (several suites of 13 images) in QuarkXPress
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File/Print
Exam the image on the output. Check the tone compression, especially the highlight
and shadow details on each image.
Qualify the resolution only that all the image in the same suite (including high-key,
normal-key and low-key images) is able to represent nice output result.
Step 8. Acceptable resolution for theWeb, CD-ROM, and video.
Same as Step 4.
Chapter 6
The Results
This study is centered on gamma correction, color depth, and resolution. Color accuracy
or color matching is not the issue in this study. When observing the results, the observer
should pay close attention to tone reproduction, details, and efficient color depths.
For example, the contrast in highlight and shadow areas, sharp or indistinct details,
banding or grains in images.
But, an untrained observer might cause the error to the results. The author has the
background of major in graphic arts for both the undergraduate and the graduate school.
She is a graphic designer and is experienced in color management system. Therefore,
during the thesis proposal, the thesis committee and the author agreed that the author
was the only observer to judge the results.
Print
Canon CLC-700 (color laser copier 700) is the printer that the test was run on. This
CLC is capable for continuous-tone images and claimed to have the resolution of up to
400 dpi. Print is the media that requires the most information. For the ability of showing
high resolution images, print media shows more details than three other media and has
more tolerance in gamma correction differences. While changing the mode from RGB to
CMYK in Photoshop, it appeared on the monitor that dark areas and red areas were
more sensitive to the mode change the red was dirtier and the black was not dark
enough after the conversion from RGB to CMYK.
Regarding gamma conection, the midtone of 50 percent output to 30 percent,
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40 percent, 50 percent, or 60 percent has optimal results.
For resolution, 72 ppi is definitely not enough for print media. See Figure 12 for
the example. Print media is capable for high resolution images. Images prepared at low
resolution appeared jaggy and blurry which could even be easily noticed by the naked
eye. There was not much difference among 133 ppi, 266 ppi, and 400 ppi. However,
very fine details at some images became blurry at 133 ppi. Images at 266 ppi and 400
ppi had the same visual result 400 ppi did not give more image detail even the printer
has the ability of 400 ppi. Therefore, 266 ppi is the threshold.
Resolution: 72 ppi Resolution: 266 ppi
Figure 12 Comparison of 72 and 266 ppi shows the imperfection
about low resolution image
Images prepared at 8-bit could not provide enough color information for print
media. Banding effects appeared in images while some of those worked well for monitor
display. See Figure 13 for the example of banding effects. 16-bit-per-channel is a new
feature in Photoshop 5.0. Photoshop can now read and import 48-bit RGB and supports
most of the tools and commands. But images prepared at 48-bit can not be printed from
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Color depth: 8-bit Color depth: 24-bit
Figure 13 Comparison of 8-bit and 24-bit shows the banding effect on 8-bit images
(resolution: 266 ppi)
Photoshop, neither imported to QuarkXPress which is the most common application for
prepress page layout. Only images at 24-bit can work for print media in the test.
Therefore, for print media, images should at least be prepared at 266 ppi with 24-bit
RGB with conversion to CMYK color. Figure 14 is the summarizing conjunction of





72 133 266 400
resolution
Figure 14 Conjunction of color depth and resolution for print
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Web
The Web accepts two different image formats: JPEG and GIF. In this study, all the images
are photographic images. Therefore, JPEG was the file format used to manipulate the image.
While images converted from 24-bit to 8-bit, lots of information has been lost during
the conversion. Even though JPEG can only support 24-bit images and the final image
has to be 24-bit, the lost information can not be recovered. This caused the banding effect.
See Figure 13 for the example. To achieve a better image quality, photographic images
should be prepared at 24-bit for the use on the Web.
The Web browser displays images at 1 : 1 magnification. The average computer
monitor displays 72 dots per inch (see Chapter 3 for information about monitor resolution).
The image prepared at 72 ppi is true to its correct size in inches when posted to aWeb
page and viewed with a monitor of the resolution of 72 ppi. The results of the test also
shows no difference among images prepared at different resolutions (72 ppi, 133 ppi,
266 ppi, and 400 ppi) since they all converted to 72 ppi in the end. Therefore, it is
unnecessary to prepare images at resolution higher than 72 ppi.
Regarding gamma correction, non-gamma correction has the best result while corrections









72 133 266 400
resolution
Figure 15 Conjunction of color depth and resolution for theWeb
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Therefore, forWeb media, images should be prepared at 72 ppi with 24-bit RGB
without gamma correction at the same platform. Figure 15 is the summarizing conjunction
of color depth and resolution.
CD-ROM
In this study, images prepared for CD-ROM media were converted to 8-bit for the sake of
presentation speed. The adaptive palettes made the results acceptable but some specific
images with very tittle tonal change and very fine gradation encounter the banding problem.
In a situation like this, a judgement call is necessary and images may have to be prepared
at 24-bit. The problem dealing with 8-bit or 24-bit palette in CD-ROM production is not
the issue in this study and would not be covered. Though the final color depth for CD-ROM
media is 8-bit in this study, there is little difference between images prepared from 8-bit
and images prepared from 24-bit. Images prepared from 24-bit have more image depth
and the banding effect is not as obvious as those from 8-bit.
Same as for CD-ROM media, the final image resolution is 72 ppi because of the
capability of computer monitors. The results also shows no difference among images prepared
48





Figure 16 Conjunction of color depth and resolution for CD-ROM
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at different resolution (72 ppi, 133 ppi, 266 ppi, 400 ppi) since they all converted to 72 ppi
in the end. Therefore, it is unnecessary to prepare images at resolution higher than 72 ppi.
Regarding gamma conection, non correction has the best result while corrections
with the midtone of 50 percent output to 40 percent or 60percent show acceptable results.
Video
When the image went from a computer monitor to a television, there are two significant
tonal changes in the image. First, the image tends to maintain the midtone while at the
same time, lightens up the highlight and shadow areas. Second, low contrast images
work better than high contrast images.
About gamma correction of the midtone at 50 percent, output to 60 percent or 70 percent
has optimal results with all images. Correction of output to 30 percent is acceptable for
low-key images, not for high-key or normal-key images. Conection of output to 40 percent
has optimal results for low-key images, is acceptable for normal-key images but not for
high-key image. Without correction, the results is optimal for low-key and normal-key
images, but is only acceptable for high-key images.
input/output High-key Normal-key Low-key
50/30 X X A
50/40 X A V
50/50 A V V
50/60 V V V
50/70 V V V
Table 5 Results of high-key, normal-key, and normal-key images
at different gamma conections on a video display





At different resolutions, the results of same gamma correction or same color
depths are very close. This proves that it is unnecessary to prepare video images at a
resolution higher than 72 ppi since the monitor can only display a maximum of 72 ppi.
The key factors that influence the image quality are gamma correction and color depth.
TV supports millions of colors. Images prepared at 8 bits can not meet the acceptable
quality. Banding effect appears at areas with smooth gradation and areas without much
detail. Banding also shows especially in the shadow areas.
While preparing images for video, resolution is not the main issue. Images have to
be 24-bit and gamma correction, in terms of
"output/input"
of Curve Adjustment in
Photoshop, should be 50/50 or higher (60/50, 70/50). Images with fine lines or details
should be avoided. Due to the limitation of interlaced technology, television is not good
at showing fine details.
According to the discussion above, 8-bit can not be the color depth for image
database since print, Web (JPEG), and video need more information than just 8-bit.
72 ppi is not an acceptable resolution for print media. Eliminating the gamma corrections
with unwanting results, the acceptable gamma corrections for all four media are midtone
of 50 percent output to 50 percent or 60 percent. See Table 6 for the summary with
these results.
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resolution, input/output Print Web CD-ROM Video
133 ppi, 50/30 V X X X
133 ppi, 50/40 V A A X
133 ppi, 50/50 V V V A
133 ppi, 50/60 A A A V
133 ppi, 50/70 X X X V
266 ppi, 50/30 V X X X
266 ppi, 50/40 V A A X
266 ppi, 50/50 V V V A
266 ppi, 50/60 A A A V
266 ppi, 50/70 X X X V
400 ppi, 50/30 V X X X
400 ppi, 50/40 V A A X
400 ppi, 50/50 V V V A
400 ppi, 50/60 A A A V
400 ppi, 50/70 X X X V
Table 6 Results from different media





According to the results, gamma conection of the midtone at 50 percent output to 70 percent
is necessary for video media. The tone gradation in
shadow area would be gone if the
correction goes any higher than 70 percent. However, this gamma correction (the midtone
at 50 percent output to 70 percent) doesn't work well with print, Web, and CD-ROM.
Actually, these three media have the best image quality without any gamma correction.
This leads to the solution ofmaking an image database at no gamma correction while
doing extra gamma correction of the midtone at 50 percent output to 70 percent when
images are video bounded.
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With other results about resolution and color depth, it is therefore the thumb rule
of the image database scan-in the image at 266 ppi times the magnification ratio, keep
the image in the database at 24-bit RGB, 266 ppi. and save it as TIFF format. With this
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resolution
Figure 17 Conjunction of color depth and resolution for four Media
Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of this thesis project is to establish guidelines for the designer, which
would show the way to manipulate images once and have them work well in all media,
including how to optimize images for print, the World Wide Web, CD-ROM, and video.
HypothesisApproved
Through the findings in Chapter 6, TIFF format with 266 ppi and 24-bit can be established
to satisfy the needs for image quality of print, web, CD-ROM, and of video publishing
with proper file transform. Therefore, the hypothesis is approved.
Guidelines to Image Preparation
Image Database - Scan the image at 24-bit RGB, 266 ppi times magnification ratio,
save as TIFF file.
Print - Convert the image from the images database to CMYK, save as TIFF file.
Web - Transform the image from the images database to 72 ppi. For the photographic
image, save as JPEG file; for the illustrated image, converted to adaptive 8-bit
before saving as GIF file.
When working on a Macintosh system
forWindows bounded images, adjust
the gamma by adjusting the RGB curve as input at 50 percent to output at
41 percent in the window of Image/Adjust/Curves in PhotoShop.
When working on aWindows system
forMacintosh bounded images, adjust
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the gamma by adjusting the RGB curve as input at 50 percent to output at
61 percent in the window of Image/Adjust/Curves in PhotoShop.
CD-ROM - Transform image from the images database to 72 ppi; use adaptive 8-bit
palette and save as PICT file.
When working on a Macintosh system forWindows bounded images,
adjust the gamma by adjusting the RGB curve as input at 50 percent to
output at 41 percent in the window of Image/Adjust/Curves in PhotoShop.
When working on aWindows system for MAcintosh bounded images,
adjust the gamma by adjusting the RGB curve as input at 50 percent to
output at 61 percent in the window of Image/Adjust/Curves in PhotoShop.
Video - Transform the image from the images database to 72 ppi, correct gamma to
2.52 by adjusting the RGB curve as input at 50 percent to output at 70 percent
in the window of Image/Adjust/Curves in PhotoShop. Since television has the
limitation to show very fine details, small text and fine lines should be avoided
while preparing image for video media. And because the highlight area of the
image tends to be blown out on a video monitor, important information should
not be placed in highlight areas. Lower contrast images also work better than
higher contrast images.
Recommendation for Further Study
In this study, color accuracy is not under discussion. Color matching among different
media will be an interesting topic. As the Web is a very common media nowadays and it
provides easy access to information, the issue of color management on the Web has
become more and more important .
The majority of the Internet users use Windows systems to browse the Web while
about a quarter of the Internet users use Macintosh systems. Since Windows has not
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gained control over color management yet, it will be very helpful if there are two
sets of
images for the Web one set forWindows users, one set for Macintosh users. With a
system detecting script, the browser can pull just the right set of images that is suitable
for its specific system. On a Macintosh system, images can contain color management
information, profiles can be embedded along with the image. With the background of
internet technology and color management system, one can design a color accurate
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